
 

MANAVA BHARATI HERITAGE SCHOOL, CHAND KAIMUR 

HOLIDAY HOME WORK 

GRADE: XII Sci 
 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH 
 

Q.NO	–	1.G.L	Institute	recently	organized	a	‘NO	Tobacco’	workshop.	Write	a	report	on	the	same	to	be	

published	in	the	newspaper	in	200	words.	

Q.NO	–	2.You	are	Anuj,	a	social	activist,	design	a	poster	to	observe	“wildlife	protection	week”	in	your	city	in	

50	words.	

Use	A4	size	papers. 

SUBJECT: HINDI 

 

1) जयशंकर ÿसाद िकस यगु के लेखक थे ? ÿसादजी के काÓय संúह एव ंनाट्य संúह का नाम 

िलिखए। 

2) जनसंचार के िविभÆन आयामŌ का वणªन कर¤। 

नोट-(सभी कायª अपने िहंदी वगª पिुÖतका म¤ ही तैयार कर¤ 

 

SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS 
 

Q1.Find gof f(x) = |x|, g(x) = |5x + 1|. 

 Q2.Show that function f: N →→ N, given by f(x) = 2x, is one – one.  

Q3. Let f : {1, 3, 4} →→ {1, 2, 5} and g : {1, 2, 5} →→ {1, 3} be given by f = {(1, 2), (3, 5), (4, 1)} and g 

= {(1, 3), (2, 3), (5, 1)}. Write down g of.  

Q4. Let L be the set of all lines in plane and R be the relation in L define if R = {(L1, L2 ): L1 is٣ to L2 } 

.Show that R is symmetric but neither reflexive nor transitive.  

Q5. The bookshop of a particular school has 10 dozen chemistry books, 8 dozen physics books, 10 dozen 

economics books. Their selling prices are Rs. 80, Rs. 60 and Rs.40 each respectively. Find the total amount 

the bookshop will receive from selling all the books using matrix multiplication. 

SUBJECT: PHYSICS 

 Use Notebook for questions and Plane white paper for Diagrams. 

1- Two point charges q1 and q2 are positioned at point 1 and 2, the field intensity to the right of the 

charge q2. On the line that passes through the two charges varies according to law that is represented 

schematically in the figure. The field intensity is assumed to be positive if its direction coincides 

with the positive direction on the X – axis. The distance between the charges is l.  

a. find the sign of each charge. 

b. find the ratio of the absolute values of the charges Q1/Q2. 

 



 

 
2- Six charges are placed at the vertices of a rectangular hexagon as shown in the figure the electric 

field on the line passing through point O and perpendicular to the plane of the figure as a function of 

distance X from point O is (x>>a) 

 

3- A point charge is placed at the centre of a spherical Gaussian surface. How will electric flux change if (a) 

The sphere is replaced by a cube of same or different volume. (b) A second charge is placed near, and 

outside the original sphere. (c) A second charge is placed inside the sphere (d) The original charge is 

replaced by an electric dipole (e) The magnitude of charge is doubled 

 

SUBJECT: CHEMISTRY 
 

 Use Notebook for questions and Plane white paper for Diagrams. 

Make an Investigatory project on : 

1. Solid state 

2. Bio molecules 

3. Polymers 

Do all NCERT questions of Chapters: Chemical Kinetics and Surface Chemistry. 

 

SUBJECT: BIOLOGY 
 



i) Production of sperm requires low temperature. How is it accomplished in human 

body? 

ii) What is seminal plasma? Name one sugar present. 

iii) In which phylum do you find endoblast? What is it function.  

iv) What is open and closed type of circulatory system? 

v) Which type of symmetry do the following animals have explain the symmetry also 

– Sponges, echinoderm and annelids. 

vi) List the features of with example- 

I) Class-     Cyclostomata 

II) Class-      Chondrichytes 

III) Class-     Amphibia 

IV) Class-      Reptilia 

V) Class-      Aves 

vii) Draw labelled diagrams for the following: (a) T.S. of Testis (b) Sectional view of human ovary. 

(c) A fertilised embryo sac of a dicot flower (d) A typical anatropous ovule 

USE A4 Size paper for your answers. 

 

SUBJECT: PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 

1- What is knock out tournament ? 

2- What is a bye? 

3- Draw the fixture of 13 teams on knockout basis . 

4- Draw the fixture of 7 teams of knockout basis. 

While specifying all calculation ,prepare a knockout fixture for 23 team in 4 quarter 

 

 Stay home, stay safe 
Make it a task to regularly wear a mask 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS 


